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_________________ `I devoured this in a day, falling head over
heels for Daisy and the band.' REESE WITHERSPOON

EVERYONE KNOWS DAISY JONES AND THE SIX. They sold
out arenas from coast to coast. Their music defined an era and every
girl in America idolised Daisy. But on July 12 1979, on the night of
the final concert of the Aurora tour, they split. Nobody ever knew
why. Until now. This is the whole story, right from the beginning:

the sun-bleached streets, the grimy bars on the Sunset Strip, knowing
Daisy's moment was coming. Relive the euphoria of success and
experience the terror that nothing will ever be as good again. Take
the uppers so you can keep on believing, take the downers so you
can sleep, eventually. Wonder who you are without the drugs or the
music or the fans or the family that prop you up. Make decisions that
will forever feel tough. Find beauty where you least expect it. Most
of all, love like your life depends on it and believe in whatever it is
you're fighting for. It's a true story, though everyone remembers the
truth differently. _________________ `A tremendously engaging,
and completely believable tale of rock and roll excess... inventive,

persuasive and completely satisfying.' DYLAN JONES `I spent a lost
weekend in this book. Daisy Jones is an instant icon.' ERIN KELLY



"DAISY JONES & THE SIX is a transporting novel - at once a love
story, a glimpse into the combustible inner workings of a rock-and-
roll band, and a pitch-perfect recreation of the music scene of the

Fleetwood Mac era. You'll never want it to end." CECILIA AHERN
`Once in a blue moon you get to discover a book you end up pressing
upon many other people to read. Taylor Jenkins Reid has got every
nuance, every detail exact and right. I loved every word.'PAUL

REES `So brilliantly written I thought all the characters were real . .
. I couldn't put it down' EDITH BOWMAN `The heady haze of the
70s music scene, and a perfectly flawed Daisy, combine to create a
fresh, rock n roll read. I loved it.' ALI LAND, author of Good Me

Bad Me
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